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Antonyms Cards 
 
Purpose:  The purpose of this activity is to practice matching antonyms.  
The game is played like “Go Fish”. 
 
Materials: 
 
Set of antonym cards.  You may want to laminate these cards for repeated 
use. 
 
Directions: 
 

1. Shuffle the deck of Antonym Cards 
2. Deal the cards out until each player has five cards.  Place the 

remainder of cards face down in the center 
3. Players look for any matches that they have in the cards that were 

dealt to them 
4. Player one asks an identified student for a card that matches one of 

his/her words 
5. If the player has the match, the card is given and player 1 continues.  

If the player does not have the match, player says “Go Fish” and the 
first player draws a card 

6. Next player repeats the process 
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silent  noisy ashamed 

proud success failure 

borrow lend begin 

end  save mean 
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friendly omit spend 

then now whisper 

shout endanger protect 

outside inside teacher  
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send  receive famous 

unknown hid revealed 

sure uncertain continue 

cease student  add 
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For more information, contact 

Consult 4 Kids at 

www.consultfourkids.com 

 
 

http://www.consultfourkids.com/


 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Antonyms 

All Grade Levels 
 

 

 



Antonyms 

 
asleep awake  agree disagree 
bad good  backward forward 
bend straighten  beautiful ugly 
beginning end  below above 
big little  better worse 
better sweet  build destroy 
bright dull  cheap expensive 
cold hot  correct incorrect 
come go  cruel kind 
courteous discourteous  danger safety 
dark light  deep shallow 
disappear appear  dry wet 
dusk dawn  early late 
easy difficult  East West 
entrance exit  empty full 
excited calm  false true 
feeble strong  foolish wise 
fast slow  few many 
find lose  first last 
fold unfold  forget remember 
found lost  friend enemy 
here there  heavy light 
hero coward  hill valley 
horizontal vertical  hinder help 
honest dishonest  hunger thirst 
increase decrease  inhale exhale 
internal external  join separate 
laugh cry  lazy energetic 
land sea  lengthen shorten 
left right  less more 
long short  low high 
me you  misunderstand understand 
near far  new old 
noisy quiet  North South 
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